
Join the WEEE scheme 
setting the standard 
for the lighting 
industry

Recolight o�er you and your 
customers FREE recycling for 
lighting in scope of the WEEE 
Regulations.

WEEE Scheme

MEMBER

Recolight
Facts

FREE lamp &
luminaire recycling

£0

Your customers have access to FREE 
recycling services for all WEEE lighting.

You can have confidence that your WEEE 
compliance is properly and professionally handled.

Operating as a non-profit organisation to minimize 
your costs and maximise funds for recycling.

Recycled more lighting than all other UK 
WEEE schemes combined.

Largest UK network of lamp collection points, including 
over 800 open collection points at wholesalers.

Dedicated customer service team managing over 
800 collections each month. And available on the 

phone for expert advice on all things WEEE. 

Operated by and on behalf of the lighting industry. 
Audited by EY and the Environment Agency.

Member of EucoLight - working together to 
address the recycling challenges of the future.

You can rely on us to 
lobby on your behalf to make sure the WEEE 

Regulations are right for lighting.

As a Recolight 
Member

RECYCLING

FREE

9x

members@recolight.co.uk  |  020 8253 9750  |  www.recolight.co.uk
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£
with no hidden costs.

Simple, flat fee charging
Recolight's straightforward approach to charging contrasts to 
the complexities of traditional WEEE schemes. Our approach is 
to apply a flat fee based on actual in-year sales. 

You have no hidden costs and no need to consider the 
consequences of market share changes and compliance fee; 
making budgeting simple.

You can be assured you will get the best advice from Recolight; 
the specialist, non-profit, scheme for all lighting and other 
WEEE. 

We fully understand the way WEEE a�ects lighting and lobby to 
minimise the impact of this your business. Your customers can 
feel confident in your membership of the UK’s leading lighting 
compliance scheme; the scheme that has recycled more WEEE 
lighting than all other UK compliance schemes combined.

Total compliance
Recolight now o�er full compliance for packaging
and batteries.

With a team of WEEEE experts to guide you, we are your 
compliance department.

Recolight collect and recycle waste lamps, luminaires, batteries, 
and other WEEE. 

Giving you:

For major UK refit and street lighting projects, we 
will provide skips for luminaires and containers for 
lamps. 

Recolight o�er FREE collections for waste 
florescent and LED lamps. This service is for those 
collecting regular large volumes. A low cost leased 
container is available for smaller quantities.

BUSINESS LUMINAIRES

LAMPS

A completely integrated waste electrical recycling service.
A full audit trail for your waste.



New lighting products in scope 
of the WEEE Regulations

New lighting products were 
included in the WEEE Regulations 
from January 2019

Charging designed to help you budget

Join the scheme that sets the 
standard for lighting

Talk to our team of WEEE experts

020 8253 9750
members@recolight.co.uk

Products now in scope

Household Luminaires

Multi-functional lighting products

Wiring accessories

This means that

must be reporting to a WEEE Producer Compliance Scheme (PCS) 

Recolight o�ers a straightforward approach to charging in 
contrast to the complexities of traditional WEEE schemes. The 
Recolight approach is to apply a flat fee per kilo of household 
luminaires based on actual in-year sales. 

Recolight charging for all other WEEE lighting is per unit.

Luminaires that could be used in both the home & 
commercially, dual use, are classified as household.

Examples of lighting products that are multifunctional include:

A range of wiring accessories come into scope in 2019.

Examples include:

These include:

Lamps with a standard lighting connection (e.g. 
bayonet or Edison screw) but with a built-in security 
camera or speakers.

A lamp or luminaire with wireless connectivity.

Wireless adapter.

Chandeliers Pendant fittings 
sold with a shade

Wall lights Table lamps

Floor lamps Spot lights

Light switches 
and dimmers

Plugs, sockets 
and adapters

Batten fittings Amenity/bulkhead 
lighting

Flood lights (with 
or without PIR)

You need to:

Put the crossed out wheelie bin symbol on the 
product or packaging.

Manufacturers Importers Re-branders

JOIN

Record and report the total net weight of products 
sold each quarter to your PCS.
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Recolight is a WEEE Producer Compliance Scheme, set up 
by, and working for the lighting industry. 

We were established in 2005 with an operating model 
based on one developed by the forerunner of Lighting 
Europe, the European trade association for lighting 
manufacturers.

In addition to statutory financial and Environment Agency 
audits, Recolight is also audited by Ernst and Young for a 
wide range of operational, commercial, and performance 
criteria. That gives our Members the best possible 
confidence that Recolight is operating at the highest level 
of integrity and e�ciency.

The WEEE Regulations require producers of EEE and their 
compliance schemes to finance the treatment of WEEE. A 
large proportion of the UK lighting industry meet their 
producer obligations by being a Member of Recolight.


